This paper examines the effects of self-consistent collective oscillations excited in a high-intensity ion beam on the motion of a test particle in the beam core. Even under ideal conditions, assuming a constant transverse focusing force (smooth focusing approximation), and perturbations ahout a uniform-density, constant-radius beam, it is found that collective mode excitations, in combination with the applied focusing force and the equilibrium self fields, can eject particles from the beam core to large radii.
INTRODUCTION
It is increasingly important to develop improved theoretical models of halo production and control for chargedparticle beam propagation in high-intensity accelerators and transport systems[ 11, with applications to spallation neutron sources, heavy ion fusion, nuclear waste treatment, and tritium production. While halo formation mechanisms, such as beam mismatch and nonlinearities associated with nonuniform space-charge forces have been explored both analytically and numerically[Z, 31, a fundamental understanding of halo production is incomplete. In this paper, we consider a new mechanism for the production of halo particles. Namely, we consider, for the first time, the effects of self-consistent collective oscillations excited in a high-intensity ion beam on the motion of a test particle in the beam core. Even under ideal conditions, assuming a constant transverse focusing force (smooth focusing approximation), and perturbations about a uniform-density, constant-radius beam, it is found that collective mode excitations, in combination with the applied focusing force and the equilibrium self fields, can eject particles from the heam core to large radii.
THEORETICAL MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
We consider an intense nonneutral ion beam with characteristic beam radius R and axial momentum YbmPbC propagating in the z-direction with average axial velocity Vb = @be = onst .. The applied transverse focusing force in the smooth focusing approximation is modeled by Fp, (x) = -ybmWj(Z-g + yap). The effects of selfelectric and self-magnetic fields on the particle dynamics are retained in a self-consistent manner, consistent with the paraxial approximation, and the assumption that 
{An} are constant amplitudes. The normal-mode oscillation wavenumbers {U,} are defined in Ref. [4] by U : = It is readily shown that the equation of motion in the applied and equilibrium self fields, together with the oscillating collective modes, is given by
where Po is the (normalized) canonical angular momentum, RgPo = xd -yd. which is a constant of the motion. with x = x/Ro yields the appropriate equations.
Equations (2) and (31, supplemented by the associated definitions of 6$,, {wn}, etc., constitute the final forms of the test-particle orbit equations to be investigated analytically and numerically in Secs. 3 and 4.
THEORY OF THE DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
In this section we examine several features of the test ion motion analytically, using numerical solutions as verification. about the equilibrium orbit is found to be wc = Zw, independent of the equilibrium radius Fc. If these orbit oscillations resonate with the collective mode, the particle will experience a significant energy change.
Resonant Behaviour

Meridional Test Ions
The linearization for small radial oscillations has fundamental and principal resonances when the ratio wl/wc = 1,2m for integers m 5 n. For n = 1, the fundamental resonance is at V 2 = 1, and the Mathieu (or principal) resonance is at V 2 = +. Both have important effects on the dynamics of a single particle.
Non-Resonant Behaviour
It is also possible for a test particle to nonresonantly gain enough energy in the beam interior to escape the beam, disrupting the process of giving the energy hack. All pirticles with sufficient energy in the unperturbed case to attain a radius greater than ta < 1 will be ejected by the collective modes into the highly nonlinear region exterior to the beam at some point of their trajectory. This minimum expelled radius ta is a strong function of the mode amplitude strength r, defined as the rms field energy in the nth mode divided by the nns electrostatic energy in the beam core. The function i~ may be calculated for low n by transforming the perturbation in the Hamiltonian to higherorderL51, yielding a new energy-like invariant, the new action J , whose maximum is directly related to the maximum excursion of the perturbed particle trajectory. For n = 2, the unperturbed maximal radius which will just reach thebeam edge due to the collective mode is given by [6] The values cl and c2 depend only on the depressed transverse frequency and the ratio a = w z / w , which in turn depend only on V , and are given by cl = e3(21a -$a3) and e2 = c3w(-16a.+a3), wherecyl =w3(64-20a2+a4).
Here, we define 6 = ( K / R o ) f l . This expression gives, within a few percent over a wide range of parameters, the extent of the region near the beam edge which will be ejected from the beam at some point of the trajectory. Figure 1 shows B A as a function of normalized mode energy r in a range over which it is an accurate approximation.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The dynamics become more complicated when a trajectory spends time both inside and outside the beam, and numerical solutions of the equations are easiest under these conditions. For mode energies less than a certain critical energy r l ( V , 5 0 ) , particles go no further than a few percent of Ro outside of the beam; for energies greater than rl, particles consistently travel as f a out as XI E 1.5 (see Fig. 2 ). The value of rl decreases as the beam becomes more intense, ranging from less than 2% at V 2 = 1 to 15% at u2 = ?.
In addition, particles with Eo further from the beam edge have slightly higher critical energies, and of course particles with Eo < E a never leave the beam. The value of XI gradually increases with I?, and depends weakly on 3.
Since 21 does not depend on 50, this is the largest radius any particle initially in the beam can escape to, and functions as a KAM curve, giving an indication of the phase space structure in the halo region.
Finally, for intense beams with sufficiently large amplitude modes, this phase-space spanning curve can be destabilized and break into islands. Above a critical energy r2, particles can explore out to X, Y 2 (see Fig. 3 ). It is plausible that, for extremely intense beams, larger collective mode amplitudes would make accessible even greater regions of phase space.
CONCLUSIONS
We have explored the range of particles capable of being expelled from the beam core by collective mode excitations, and the maximum radii they can attain as KAM surfaces are successively destabilized with increasing perturbation strength. These processes occur under even ideal conditions, assuming constant transverse focusing force and a uniform-density matched-beam equilibrium.
